
Reference – 2016/01160/OUT

Dear Sirs

With reference to the above, I would wish to make the following observations:-

1a) Drawing MDS 1068/PA203 Rev E, Site plan proposals.

This drawing presumably purports to identify the applicant’s land ownership as being edged red.

This suggested land ownership boundary is inaccurate and misleading.

The applicant does not, to my knowledge, own the roadway through Ham Manor and certainly does 

not own the land upon which the proposed car park is situated, nor do they own the land upon 

which the proposed refuse area is located.

The plan deceives and the application should be stayed until correct and accurate plans are 

submitted. I also question whether the 11 number parking spaces can actually fit on the area 

indicated.

1b) The owners of Woodside Hamlet own a sewage treatment plant situated in the woods and enjoy 

an access/maintenance path through the proposed car park and in the woodland itself.

None of this apparatus/access are shown on the proposed plan and yet it should be afforded due 

consideration. Again, I suggest the application is stayed until full details of the existing apparatus, its

location and the access legally enjoyed by the residents for maintenance etc. is provided.

2) The owners and users of Woodside Hamlet are entitled not to be unduly disturbed by noise, light, 

contamination etc. The lodge users will by nature of the proposal be affected.

3) The proposals are not forthcoming with much detail :-  for example

* Access by emergency vehicles

* Access for refuse vehicles

* Access for construction traffic.

* Turning facilities for large vehicles – the owner only owns a 4 metre wide strip through the 

proposed car park area which incorporates a 90 degree splay – does not permit access for 

anything much larger than a car.

* Gradients – I suggest you have a site visit, if you have not already done so, and look at the 

topography – over 45 degrees in places.

* Light pollution.

* Smoke pollution from stoves within the tree tents together with the inherent fire risk.



* Noise disturbance to both wildlife and adjacent users/owners.

* Proposals to deal with Knotweed contamination.

I question with the amount of detail outstanding whether an outline application is sufficient 

and believe a full application would be better suited.

4) The applicant’s statement accompanying the outline application. Document –

Land at Ham Wood, 24th September 2016 revision A 1st December 2017 .

* 1.06 – Paragraph 3

The applicant refers to pollution, NRW have investigated and located the source as a property in Mill 

Lay Lane discharging waste from a washing machine into a storm drain which subsequently 

discharges into the river Hodnant.

My understanding is NRW wrote to the Vale of Glamorgan council some 10 months ago concerning 

this.  Assuming NRW and the Vale council have acted upon this, the pollution no longer exists and by 

definition the water course can be considered clean.

* Section 4

This refers to 6 number tree tents where the application is for 11 number.

* Parking provision.

This is referred to as accessed from Mill Lay Lane which does not accord with the proposed site plan.

* Trees

Part of the report indicates a need to take down trees, part of the report states that none are to be 

removed. The document is contradictory.

In summary, the document is poorly constructed, inaccurate and misleading. Again I suggest the 

application is stayed until accurate representations are submitted. 

5) The woods and wildlife.

The woods are considered to be ancient woodland contrary to the applicant’s views. There is at least 

1 active badger sett within the woods and possibly 3. 

Green, lesser spotted and great spotted woodpeckers are regularly seen and an officer from NRW 

was delighted to view a kingfisher whilst investigating the “pollution”, referred to earlier.

Bats are common and frequently sighted.

The pond which the applicant considers to have minimal bio-diversity value, should be properly 

investigated and reported.

The provision of tree tents and the corresponding light/smoke/noise pollution 24 hrs a day will have 

a prohibitively negative impact on all wildlife.

For the reasons of disruption to wildlife and ancient woodland, the application should be refused.



6) In conclusion, and in my opinion:-

The proposal is poorly considered.

The proposal is poorly presented.

The proposal does not consider the ancient woodland and its wildlife.

The proposal does not consider adjoining owners/users.

The proposal does not satisfy vehicular access, disabled access, parking provision, emergency vehicle

access.

The application should be refused.

I would be grateful if you would confirm receipt of this communication.

Yours faithfully

Julie Edwards

(Owner of Oak Lodge, 6, Woodside Hamlet)


